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Abstract

Single-mode Lasing in Cavities of Different Dimensionalities

by

Wanwoo Noh

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of California, Berkeley

Professor Boubacar Kanté, Chair

Semiconductor lasers based on microcavities have attracted a large amount of interest owing to their potential as highly integrated components in photonic circuits as well as diverse applications. Microcavity having a small modal volume is now one of the most essential components in the modern photonics, and its form has been extensively diversified thanks to recent improvements in nanofabrication. However, it has still been challenging for different types of cavities to operate under single mode and to lase in a preselected mode. This dissertation proposed three different techniques used to preselect and maintain single-mode lasing in cavities of different dimensionalities.

Chapter 2 presents zero-dimensional microdisk resonators self-suspended by connecting bridges. The bridges offer mechanical support to suspend microdisks, and more importantly, can be used to enhance or reduce wave confinement in the whispering gallery mode depending on the azimuthal of modes and symmetry of bridge configurations. By tuning the quality factor of modes in microdisks, we have demonstrated single-mode lasing devices that exploit the arbitrary order whispering gallery mode.

Chapter 3 demonstrates single-mode lasing of valley-Hall ring cavities using the interface (1D) between two topologically distinct photonic crystals. We present that the degree of asymmetry governs four photon confinement regimes at the interface of topologically distinct valley-Hall domains, and, controls an interplay between the width of the topological bandgap and the quality factor of ring-like modes for single-mode operation.

Chapter 4 describes a single-mode lasing cavity based on the 2D photonic crystal array. It is shown that a carefully designed photonic crystal based on Dirac point scales infinitely while operating under single mode. Near the singularity, competing higher order modes are efficiently suppressed when the bands are mixed with more lossy ones, and the fundamental mode having a flat envelope makes all unit-cells in the same phase. We also discuss the experimental details on fabrications and characterizations of large-scale photonic crystal arrays.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Introduction

1.1 Semiconductor lasers based on microcavities

Semiconductor lasers have been extensively investigated for their essential role in science and technology as well as widespread applications in several areas including military, health, telecommunication, automotive, and manufacturing, with the advantage of electrical carrier injection and pumping. Thanks to the improvement in lithographic tools including electron beam writers in recent decades, an extremely small-scale top-down patterning, sometimes even smaller than the emission wavelength of the light, has been enabled. Semiconductor lasers having a small footprint and modal volume can be designed and fabricated by using several types of the microcavity. In the early 1980s, the vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) was one of the pioneering inventions in the field of semiconductor lasers using Bragg reflectors as their facet mirrors of Fabry-Perot cavities. VCSELs are now one of the most successfully commercialized types of semiconductor lasers thanks to their advantages in mass production. Soon after, microdisk lasers using whispering gallery modes have been demonstrated and studied extensively because of their relatively simple fabrication, small footprint, and low threshold. With its ultrahigh quality factor and wave confinement, microdisks have been used as an essential component in a photonic integrated circuit or a sensor as well. After its first proposal in the late 80s, photonic crystal based on the periodical refractive index change extended the dimension of light modulation into two dimensions from simple Bragg mirrors. The experimental demonstration of defect cavity laser based on photonic crystal was aided by the improvement in nanofabrication technique later. Due to their tunability of light using the symmetry of the unit lattice, photonic crystal surface-emitting lasers have been attracting wide interest up until now. In the new millennium, there have been even more endeavors to reduce the size of the cavity just like those in the field of semiconductor electronics. Recently, the metallo-dielectric and plasmonic cavities brought the size of the cavity to even smaller than the emission wavelength and shrunk the optical mode dimension to smaller
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than the diffraction limit.
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1.2 Single-mode operation in microcavity lasers

One of the challenges of semiconductor laser operation is to maintain single-mode lasing for a specific mode to utilize high spectral purity, which is a unique advantage of a laser. It becomes harder if the cavity contains a larger number of competing modes within the gain bandwidth of material. When the cavity is designed properly, the target lasing mode usually coincides with the peak of the gain spectrum of material, and lasing occurs when the gain is equal to the loss in the medium. However, in most cases, cavities accompany higher (or different) order modes that compete with the target mode. There are fundamentally two ways to maintain single-mode lasing as illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig.1a describes when more than one mode is competing with the target mode in the middle. In this case, harmful effects are expected for laser operation including undesirable mode competition and subsequent gain saturation as well as mode hopping. The first way to address this issue is to enhance the target mode and/or suppress the competing modes by engineering the loss of modes (Fig.1b). A phase-shift distributed feedback Bragg lasers, VCSELs, and pumping modulations make good examples. The other method is to adjust the mode separation or increase the free spectral range (Fig.1c). A single-cell defect cavity and linear dispersion photonic crystal laser exemplify this case.

![Fig. 1. A schematic illustrating multimode cavity and two strategies to maintain single-mode lasing.](image)

In this dissertation, we propose three strategies used to maintain single-mode lasing operations in cavities of different dimensionalities. First, for microdisk lasers having a zero-dimension because of their ultrasmall footprint and mode confinement, we demonstrate the external structure, which are bridges connecting to the disk, can be used to either protect or suppress the specific order of whispering gallery modes. Second, we report a single-mode lasing of the valley-Hall ring cavity that consists of a one-dimensional interfacial waveguide between two inverted photonic crystals, at telecommunication wavelength for the first time in the field. Topology plays a fundamental role
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in modern physics and enables new information processing techniques and wave device physics with built-in robustness. However, the creation of photonic topological phases usually requires complicated structures that limit the potential for miniaturization and integration. By controlling the degree of asymmetry in a photonic crystal with broken inversion symmetry, single-mode lasing was achieved. Finally, to resolve a long-lasting question of scaling of the single-aperture lasing cavity, we theoretically proposed and experimentally demonstrate an open-Dirac singularity-based two-dimensional photonic crystal surface-emitting laser with infinite scalability. It is worth noting that the first two types of cavities, 0D microdisks and 1D valley-Hall cavity, were optimized for single-mode operation using the first strategy of suppressing undesirable modes, while the 2D photonic crystal cavities were designed to suppress higher-order mode and to increase the free spectral range at the same time. Our results on the optimization of microcavities for single-mode lasing will open the door to novel optoelectronic devices and systems using microcavities in general.
Chapter 2. Single-Mode Microdisk Laser

2

Single-Mode Microdisk Laser*

2.1 Introduction

Over the past few years, small-scale lasers have attracted widespread attention with potential applications in several areas including health,1,2 defense,3 and quality control,4 to name a few. Recent advances made in photonics, both in understanding physical phenomena5,6 and in controlling fabrication processes,7,8 have contributed to improved laser robustness9 and size.10,11 A semiconductor laser having a small modal volume can be designed by implementing various cavities such as Bragg mirror,12–14 microdisk,15–21 photonic crystal,22–25 metallo-dielectric resonator,26,27 and plasmonic cavity.28,29 Especially, microdisk lasers using high quality factor whispering gallery mode (WGM) are promising candidates owing to their low threshold, small modal volume, and simplicity of fabrication. The use of WGMs as lasers is of interest because of their small footprint, their high spectral sensitivity, and their potential for on-chip integration.30 To exploit the properties of WGMs, a microdisk resonator with an underlying post using the undercut etching method has been investigated in many previous studies.15–21 However, the underlying post used for mechanical support may hamper the intrinsic field profile of WGMs and does not contribute to mode selection.18

Another challenge of laser operation is to maintain single-mode lasing for specific modes due to

* The following section is published in ACS Photonics. (W. Noh, M. Dupré, A. Ndao, A. Kodigala, B. Kanté, “Self-Suspended Microdisk Lasers with Mode Selectivity by Manipulating the Spatial Symmetry of Whispering Gallery Modes”, ACS Photonics, 9, 389-394, 2019)
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the high number of closely spaced WGMs. In addition, any WGMs in the azimuthally symmetric cavity fundamentally have two-fold degeneracy,\textsuperscript{30} which brings deleterious effects such as undesirable mode competition and consequent gain saturation and mode hopping when imperfection appears in practice.\textsuperscript{31} To date, single-mode lasing has been enabled by breaking degeneracy and suppressing undesirable modes by inserting additional features in the resonator such as grating\textsuperscript{32}, groove\textsuperscript{33}, and nanoantenna\textsuperscript{34,35}, by breaking parity-time symmetry\textsuperscript{36,37}, or by injecting appropriate optical pulse input.\textsuperscript{38}

In this chapter, we present simple microdisk lasers whose cavity consists of a cylindrical resonator and bridges for self-suspension symmetrically placed at every $2\pi/N$ where $N$ is the number of bridges. The freestanding platform provides higher mode confinement compared to suspended microdisks with a post\textsuperscript{15–21} due to the improved index contrast between microdisks and the surrounding medium (air). We also find that bridges not only provide mechanical stability but also maintain or reduce the quality factor of WGMs depending on their configuration. Interestingly, the quality factor of WGMs is enhanced when the number of bridges matches the number of antinodes of WGMs. By optimizing the configuration of bridges, we experimentally demonstrate single-mode lasing at telecommunication wavelength for various WGMs.
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2.2 Mode selection by manipulating spatial symmetry of whispering gallery modes

To understand the mode behavior of microdisk cavities, we first calculated the eigenmode of simple microdisks without any bridges by using the finite element method. COMSOL Multiphysics™ is used for eigenmode simulation. Fig. 1a illustrates a simple microdisk with a thickness of 300 nm, modeled in the numerical simulation using a refractive index of $n=3.45$ and open boundary conditions. WGMs are commonly labeled using three indices, the radial index ($l$), the azimuthal index ($m$), and the slab index ($p$). $l$-1, $m$, and $p$-1 represent the number of radial, azimuthal, and $z$-direction nodes, respectively.\(^{40}\) The normalized electric field and magnetic field distribution of each mode in the middle of the cylinder ($z$-axis) identifies TE WGMs as shown in Fig. 1b. Fig. 1c and d present respectively the resonant wavelength and quality factor for four TE WGMs as a function of their radius. It is worth noting that TE ($H_z$ dominant) and TM ($E_z$ dominant) WGMs have incomparably higher quality factors than any other Mie mode in the microdisk.\(^{15}\) As shown in Fig. 2b comparing the quality factor between the TE and TM WGMs, TE modes always have a higher quality factor in a thin disk configuration, and the difference increases as the radius increases.\(^{41}\) Therefore, we consider only TE WGMs without any radial or slab node ($l, p=1$) in our further discussion in terms of lasing mode. In the gain bandwidth of our interest, TE WGMs with $m=3$ to 6 appear and the resonant wavelength of each mode naturally increases as the radius increases (Fig. 1c). In general, for a given radius of the cylinder, WGMs with higher $m$ are at a higher frequency. As $m$ increases, the quality factor of WGMs also increases because higher order modes couple less efficiently to the far-field. Note that the wavelength range in the calculation from 1100 nm to 1700 nm corresponds to the gain spectrum of InGaAsP MQW's wafers used in the experiment. Fig. 3 plots the spontaneous emission spectrum measured from the bare wafer.
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Fig. 1. Modes of a cylindrical dielectric resonator. a, Cylinder resonator with characteristic dimensions. b, Normalized distribution of electric and magnetic field magnitude of WGMs with azimuthal index m=3 to 6. c, Resonant wavelength and d, quality factor of four WGMs as a function of the radius of the cylinder.
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Fig. 2. a, Resonant wavelength and b, quality factor of TE (solid lines) and TM (dotted lines) WGMs with \( m \) from 3 to 6 as a function of the radius of the cylinder. TE WGMs always have higher quality factor than TM WGMs with same azimuthal index \( m \).

Fig. 3. Spontaneous emission spectrum measured from the bare InGaAsP MQWs wafer, showing gain bandwidth from 1100 to 1700 nm. Gain is highest around 1550 nm.
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We now investigate the effect of bridges. They play an important role in both the self-suspension of the cavity and the selection of the WGMs. In the simple cylindrical configuration without bridges, as illustrated in Fig. 1b, the WGMs have three notable characteristics in terms of field distribution. First, the mode is mainly confined around the perimeter of a cylinder. Second, the field pattern has $2m$-fold rotational symmetry. For instance, the TE$_4$ ($l=1$, $m=4$, $p=1$) mode has 8-fold rotational symmetry. Finally, the WGMs intrinsically have two-fold degeneracy, and thus two eigenmodes degenerate with the same frequency and quality factor. Fig. 4 shows that this degeneracy can selectively be lifted or not depending on bridge configuration with the example of TE$_4$ mode. Fig 4a shows the two calculated degenerate modes which are identical in both resonant wavelength and quality factor. When the bridges maintain the spatial symmetry of the WGM or the number of bridges $N$ is the divisor of the total number of antinodes of mode, the doubly degenerate TE$_4$ mode is split into two modes due to the spatial perturbation. This case corresponds to Fig. 4b. When the number of bridges is two, one of the modes is maintained with the almost same field profile with a similar or slightly increased quality factor (Fig. 4b, left), but the other mode does not keep the same field profile and its quality factor is significantly decreased (Fig. 4b, right). The lower quality factor mode can be disregarded in considering lasing mode as it will not favorably compete for gain. On the other hand, if the number of bridges $N$ breaks the 8-fold symmetry of the TE$_4$ mode pattern, or $N$ is not the divisor of the total number of antinodes of mode, the degeneracy is not lifted and two eigenmodes are maintained. Fig 4c presents this case with the three bridges. In this case, however, the quality factor of modes also decreases due to the mismatch, and it is not preferred for lasing mode selection as well.

Fig. 4. Normalized distribution of electric and magnetic field magnitude of TE$_4$ modes in 610 nm-radius cylindrical resonators with a, 0, b, 2, and c, 3 bridges.
Using this scheme, we compare cases when the bridges enhance or suppress the WGMs with $m=4$. Fig. 5 illustrates the field distribution of the TE$_4$ mode with a different number of bridges. Cases corresponding to 0, 2, 4, and 8 bridges are presented in Fig. 5a. As these numbers, except for 0, are the divisor of 8 ($=2m$), these bridge configurations lift the degeneracy and guarantee one high quality factor mode in the same manner as Fig. 4b. The normalized field distribution of high quality factor modes is given in Fig. 5a. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5b, if the number of bridges breaks the 8-fold symmetry of the TE$_4$ mode pattern, bridges deform the field distribution compared to the simple cylinder case, and this significantly decreases the quality factor from 549 to less than 95. Interestingly, if bridges are placed at every $|E|$ antinodes of TE WGM, the quality factor increases from 549 to 749 as clearly seen in the case of 8 bridges in Fig. 5a. Considering the TE$_5$ mode, the quality factor is increased by up to 55% from 2568 (0 bridges) to 3981 (10 bridges).
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**Fig. 5.** Effect of bridges on the field profile of the WGM. Normalized electric and magnetic field distribution of TE\(_4\) mode for a cylindrical resonator of radius R=610 nm with the number of bridges a, matching the azimuthal index of the mode (0, 2, 4, and 8 bridges) and b, mismatching the azimuthal index of the mode (3, 5, 6, and 7 bridges). The quality factor Q of modes is indicated.

Table 1 tabulates the quality factors of TE\(_3\), TE\(_4\), TE\(_5\), and TE\(_6\) modes depending on the number of the bridges which are equally distributed in terms of rotation. Note that the radius is set to have each resonant mode at 1550 nm, which overlaps with the gain peak of wafers. Here, all cases
matching between bridge configuration and WGM are noted as bold. In the same manner, we could observe that when the number of bridges is the divisor of the number of antinodes, then the quality factor is preserved. On the other hand, when the number is not the divisor, the quality factor is significantly decreased in all cases. For example, in the case of TE$_6$ mode which has 12 antinodes, 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12 bridges protect the quality factor of modes, while 5, 7, 8, and 10 bridges kill the modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Bridges</th>
<th>TE$_3$ mode (R=510nm)</th>
<th>TE$_4$ mode (R=610nm)</th>
<th>TE$_5$ mode (R=710nm)</th>
<th>TE$_6$ mode (R=810nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (cylinder)</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>2568</td>
<td>11738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>2448</td>
<td>11481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>2222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>11527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3981</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Quality factors of TE$_3$, TE$_4$, TE$_5$, and TE$_6$ modes depending on the number of the bridges.
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2.3 Experimental demonstration of arbitrary mode selection in microdisk lasers

Using the arbitrary mode selection scheme presented in the previous section, we experimentally demonstrate the mode selectable microdisk lasers. We follow typical nanofabrication steps to fabricate a single resonator suspended in the air.\(^{37}\) 300nm-thick InGaAsP MQWs are epitaxially grown on an InP wafer. 10 nm wells and 20 nm barriers are alternating 9 times and the composition ratio between the III and IV group is designed to have the most gain around near-IR (~1.5 \(\mu\)m). The exact layer compositions are summarized in Table 2. The overall fabrication steps mainly consist of two steps, which are patterning and suspension, and are summarized in Fig. 6. Fabrication begins with cleaning sample through sonication in order of acetone, then isopropyl alcohol, and finally distilled water for 10 min each. The negative tone hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) e-beam resist (XR1541-006), with high selectivity to the subsequent plasma etching, is spin-coated with a 200 nm thickness. The high-resolution e-beam lithography using the Vistec EBPG5200 writer defines a submicron fine pattern of a cylindrical resonator and its supporting bridges (Fig. 6a). After developing in TMAH solution for one minute, we dry etch the InGaAsP and InP layers to transfer pattern the resonator and the bridges from the developed resist (Fig. 6b). We use the reactive ion etching tool with a plasma of H\(_2\), CH\(_4\), and Ar for 550 s to etch about 500 nm. Etch depth should be more than 300 nm at least, which is the thickness of the InGaAsP slab, for the subsequent suspending process. After O\(_2\) plasma cleaning for 5 min to remove the residuals and removing e-beam resist by a buffered oxide etch (BOE) process (Fig. 6c), a 1.5 \(\mu\)m-thick NR9-1500PY negative tone photoresist is spin-coated, followed by light exposure for 20 s using a mask aligner (Karl Suss MA-6) as shown in Fig. 6d. This process creates an opening to expose the area to suspend and protect the InP layer from unnecessary wet etching. We suspend the resonator by selective wet etching the sacrificial layer for 90s with an HCl solution, which does not react with InGaAsP mostly but with the InP layer (Fig. 6e). After putting the sample in PG remover at 80 °C overnight to remove the photoresist, our device is finalized (Fig. 6f).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InP</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
<td>Capping layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3Q (\text{In}_{1-x}\text{Ga}_x\text{As}<em>y) (\text{P}</em>{1-y})</td>
<td>30 nm</td>
<td>Barrier (x=0.263, y=0.569)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6Q (\text{In}_{1-x}\text{Ga}_x\text{As}<em>y) (\text{P}</em>{1-y})</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
<td>Well (x=0.436, y=0.933), 9 times repeating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3Q (\text{In}_{1-x}\text{Ga}_x\text{As}<em>y) (\text{P}</em>{1-y})</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>Barrier (x=0.263, y=0.569), 9 times repeating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InP</td>
<td>1500 nm</td>
<td>Sacrificial layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(100) InP substrate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Substrate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Detailed wafer layers designed to have a maximum gain at 1.55 \(\mu\)m.
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![Fabrication process of a self-suspended microdisk resonator.](image)

**Fig. 6.** Fabrication process of a self-suspended microdisk resonator. **a, b, c** Electron beam lithography followed by dry etching to transfer pattern from the resist to wafers. **d, e, f** Selective wet etching to suspend the resonator membrane.

One of the main roadblocks in fabricating suspended microdisks was to transfer exactly electron beam resist patterns to wafers using RIE. When the open gap between the resists is small as a few hundred nanometers scale, the byproduct of etched material during the dry etching step is not efficiently vented out and this causes a nonuniform dry etch rate. This effect is the so-called loading effect and can deform the ideal pattern as dry etching laterally shrinks the pattern as well. As an example, Fig 7 (left) illustrates a microdisk with 12 bridges to optimize the TE₆ mode. As shown in the schematic, the gap between two neighboring bridges is gradually reduced near the perimeter of the disk. Due to the loading effect described above, the transferred pattern from the resist to the wafer gets deformed especially near the disk. The red dashed line in the schematic is the expected profile of a dry-etched wafer, and it is shown as a star shape rather than a circle in the right top-view scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image after dry etching and suspension. To address this issue, we decreased the dry etching time while maintaining suspension, and more importantly, we made a compensation in the lithography step.
Fig. 7. Schematic of microdisk resonator with twelve bridges of mask layout (left) and SEM micrograph of actual device fabricated (right). The Red dashed line represents the expected etching profile.

To explain and verify the effect of manual compensation in the E-beam lithography step, we compared two microdisks with eight bridges as an example. Fig. 8a and b (top) present the mask designs without and with compensation, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8b, the width of bridges is narrowed as they get closer to the disk when compensated manually. This is to maintain the gap between two neighboring bridges large enough and to reduce the loading effect and the subsequent lateral shrinkage. The SEM images of microdisks, as shown at the bottom of Fig 8a and b, devices clearly show improvement in fabrication. This also results in significant distinction in the emission spectrum measurement as shown in the insets of emission spectra measured. The device from Fig.8a (not compensated) doesn’t lase while the device from Fig.8b (compensated) does.
Fig. 8. Schematic of microdisk resonator with eight bridges of mask layout (top), and SEM micrograph of actual device fabricated (bottom) without compensation (a), and with compensation (b). Insets present emission spectrum measured from each device.

Fig. 9 shows the SEM image of a fabricated structure using the process including the compensation. A cylindrical InGaAsP MQWs resonator with 4 bridges is self-suspended in the air with vertical side walls and smooth boundaries. The suspended resonator is optically pumped (purple beam) and the emission from the device is measured for resonators of different radii and the number of bridges. Note that the zoom-in SEM images, shown in Fig. 9b and c, are used to compare the geometrical parameters of the samples to the theoretical specifications.
Fig. 9. Self-suspended microdisk resonator with four bridges. a, Tilted SEM micrograph of a self-suspended device. The purple beam represents the optical pump beam. b, Zoom-in top and c, tilted view of SEM images of the suspended resonator.

To experimentally compare the responses of resonators in different bridge configurations, the emission spectra are measured using a micro-photoluminescence setup. To optically pump suspended resonators, a 1064 nm pulsed laser with 12 ns pulse width and 215 kHz repetition rate is used at room temperature. The pumping beam is focused onto the sample after passing through
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the microscope objective with the numerical aperture of 0.4. Emitted light from the sample propagates through the double 4-f lens system and is finally focused either on the InGaAs detector or near-infrared camera by using a flip mirror. The grating-based monochromator was used to measure photoluminescence by the detector at a discrete wavelength with a resolution of 0.33 nm. Fig. 10 presents the normalized photoluminescence as a function of both the radius and the wavelength in the cases of 2 and 4 bridges measured with the same input power. Each column of Fig. 10a and b at a given radius is a spectrum measured from a device. The radius of suspended microdisks is varied from 400 nm to 800 nm with a step of 10 nm and a total of 82 devices are measured in Fig. 10a and b. The insets represent top-view SEM images of one of the measured resonators. It should be noted that 2 bridges placed at 180° from each other do not change the mode pattern of any WGM as they all have at least two nodes. Therefore, any TE WGM with \( m \) from 3 to 6 appears in Fig. 10a. WGMs with larger \( m \) have higher quality factors and thus are likely to lase if they are in the gain bandwidth of InGaAsP (see Fig. 3). As a result, with cylinders of a larger radius, higher order WGMs first start to lase. In the case of 4 bridges, however, the TE\(_3\) and the TE\(_5\) mode are significantly suppressed, while TE\(_4\) and TE\(_6\) modes are protected. As explained, this stems from the fact that the configuration of bridges significantly affects the field profile of WGMs depending on \( m \). In the non-lasing regime, not only high-Q TE WGMs are observed in Fig. 10, but TM WGMs also appear. However, TM WGMs have lower quality compared to TE WGMs with the same azimuthal index, and the difference in quality factor increases for a larger radius of cylinders as illustrated in Fig. 2b.
Fig. 10. Measured and normalized output power from suspended resonators as a function of the wavelength and the radius of resonators a, with 2 bridges, and b, with 4 bridges. The resonant
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wavelength of four TE WGMs \((m = 3 \text{ to } 6)\) from Fig. 2a is also presented to compare experimental results with the numerical simulation. Insets show SEM images of measured resonators with 1 μm scale bars. Lines are eyes guide and clearly show how the measured emission wavelength changes with the radius.

Using the approach, we demonstrate single-mode microdisk lasers by choosing a suitable number of bridges at the desired wavelength. Fig. 11a and c represent normalized emission spectra of devices with radii of 610 and 710 nm, respectively, designed to have TE\(_4\) and TE\(_5\) mode with the resonant wavelength at 1.55 μm (see Fig. 1c). As discussed, a WGM has the highest quality factor when the number of bridges is the same as the number of antinodes or \(2m\). These resonators are designed to have 8 and 10 bridges to have an optimal quality factor. For comparison, the 2-bridge case is selected as a reference to illustrate the effect of bridges on the lasing mode. Red curves in Fig. 11a and c represent the optimized bridge configurations, while blue curves correspond to the 2-bridge cases. The position of bridges is uniformly distributed but avoids the crystal plane of InP because of possible difficulties in removing the sacrificial InP layer in wet-etching. Insets show top-view SEM images from the characterized device with a different number of bridges. In Fig. 11a, the 2-bridge case shows lasing action at the undesired wavelength (~1.4 μm) due to the appearance of a higher-order WGM (TE\(_5\)). However, with 8 bridges, single-mode lasing is observed at telecommunication wavelength due to suppression of other existing WGMs with different azimuthal orders \(m\). In the case of the resonator of a 710 nm radius (Fig 11c), the device shows single-mode lasing at 1.55 μm as well, whereas microdisks with 2 bridges show lasing actions at different wavelengths. Since the cylindrical resonator with 2 bridges has the same modal response as a pure WGMs, the 2-bridge resonator exhibits other high-Q WGMs which parasitically contribute to multimode lasing. We also measured light-light characteristics and threshold powers of the two laser devices operating at 1.55 μm. Fig. 11b and d correspond to 610 and 710 nm cylindrical resonators with optimized bridge configurations. A clear transition from spontaneous emission to stimulated emission is observed in both cases, confirming that reported devices are indeed lasers.
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Fig. 11. Normalized emission spectra measured from self-suspended microdisks having radius of a, 610 nm and c, 710 nm designed to support the TE₄ and TE₅ mode, respectively, at 1.55 μm wavelength. The blue line corresponds to the 2-bridge case used as a reference, while red line corresponds to the optimized bridge configurations with 8 and 10 bridges. Insets show SEM images of measured devices and the scale bars represent 1 μm. Light-light curves clearly show a threshold behavior of the emitted power as a function of pump power, i.e., lasing from optimized devices exploiting b, the TE₄ and d, the TE₅ mode. Insets represent log-scale light-light plots.

We proposed and demonstrated self-suspended microdisk lasers via bridges. The bridges play two important roles. They facilitate the mechanical stability of the devices and also provide higher wave confinement on the cavity due to the large refractive index contrast with the environment. More importantly, the bridges can be used to spatially control the field profile of WGMs and therefore to control their quality factor by protecting or breaking their fundamental 2m-fold rotational symmetry. By controlling the quality factor of WGMs from the configuration of the
optimal bridges, we have demonstrated single-mode lasing devices that exploit the TE4 and the TE5 WGMs at telecommunication wavelength. Our approach can be used to engineer WGMs of arbitrary order and is expected to serve as a useful scheme for single-mode lasing in various platforms.
Chapter 2. Single-Mode Microdisk Laser
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Single-Mode Quantum Valley-Hall Effect Topological Laser*

3.1 Introduction

The efficient generation, manipulation, and detection of light for applications including sensing, communications, and computing require the control of fundamental degrees of freedom of photons such as the frequency, the polarization, or the momentum\(^1\). The control of light in integrated photonics platforms has enabled revolutionary devices ranging from optical fibers to lasers and quantum light sources\(^2\). Two-dimensional crystals with honeycomb lattices have been shown to exhibit an additional degree of freedom known as the valley degree of freedom\(^3,4\). Valleys are local energy extrema of the Bloch energy band of periodic structures, and, the interband control of energy flow between valleys could enable information processing schemes that are protected by topology\(^5,6\). Recently, topology has emerged as a powerful design tool to control light at the nanoscale, and, passive devices, difficult or impossible to realize with traditional approaches, have now been reported\(^7-19\). Topology is thus poised to revolutionize future classical and quantum photonic integrated circuits based on unprecedented transport properties. Although active topological devices exploiting protected edge states have recently been investigated\(^20\), the geometry of current topological platforms is too complex to warrant heterogeneous integration in photonic circuits\(^21-30\). Moreover, the complex geometries used to create the topological phases

leave limited parameters to further control topological modes and their quality factors. For example, the topological laser based on the quantum-Hall effect requires magnetic substrates and has a footprint of $\sim 21 \times 21 \, \lambda^2$ and a threshold density of 0.75 [\mu W/\mu m^2]\textsuperscript{23}. The laser based on the spin-Hall effect has a footprint of $\sim 95 \times 95 \, \lambda^2$ and a threshold density of 160 [\mu W/\mu m^2]\textsuperscript{24}. In the two cases, single-mode lasing was achieved using the spectral filtering of the non-trivial topological bandgap in the first case, and, selective spatial pumping of the edge modes in the second case. More recently, a quantum cascade valley-Hall emitting device was reported at terahertz frequencies, but, single-mode operation has not been achieved for the valley-Hall platform\textsuperscript{30}. Here, we report valley-Hall topological lasers at telecommunication frequency and demonstrate that the degree of asymmetry (DoA) can be controlled to enable single-mode operation. The DoA, defined as the normalized difference between the radius of large and small holes in the honeycomb lattice with broken inversion symmetry, creates four distinct photon confinement regimes with feedback giving rise to defect-like modes, Fabry-Perot-like modes, and evenly spaced ring-like modes, all confined in the topological bandgap. An interplay between the width of the topological bandgap and the quality factor of ring-like modes controls the single-mode operation.
3.2 Optimization of valley-Hall cavity for single-mode lasing by controlling degree of asymmetry

The schematic of a free-standing triangular valley-Hall cavity is shown in Fig. 1. The triangular cavity, indicated in red, is a structured and suspended membrane at the interface between two distinct honeycomb photonic crystal (PhC) lattices of opposite valley-Chern numbers of $\pm 1/2$. The unit cell and its parameters are described in the inset. The inversion symmetry of the honeycomb lattices is broken using holes of the different radii ($R_1$ and $R_2$), opening a bandgap at the $K$ and $K'$ valleys in the Brillouin zone. The interface between two topologically distinct PhCs with swapped small (radius $R_1$) and large (radius $R_2$) holes position creates edge modes localized at the interface of PhC I and PhC II. The cavity is fabricated on InGaAsP multiple quantum wells with a gain spectrum over the telecommunication wavelength of 1.55 $\mu$m. The structures are fabricated using electron-beam lithography followed by inductively coupled plasma etching of the InGaAsP multiple quantum wells to define the PhCs, and, wet etching to suspend the cavity. Details on fabrication steps will be discussed in the next section.

**Fig. 1.** Sketch of a suspended valley-Hall cavity indicated by the red triangle at the interface between two distinct honeycomb photonic crystal (PhC) lattices of opposite valley-Chern numbers of ±1/2. The inversion symmetry of the honeycomb lattices is broken using holes of the different radius ($R_1$ and $R_2$) in the honeycomb lattice, opening a bandgap at the $K$ and $K'$ valleys. Interfacing two topologically distinct PhCs with swapped small (radius $R_1$) and large (radius $R_2$) holes positions creates an edge mode localized at the interface of PhC I and PhC II. The inset presents geometrical parameters.

**Fig. 2a** presents the band structure of two honeycomb lattices, one with inversion symmetry (blue dash line) and the second with broken inversion symmetry (black solid line). The plots are restricted to the transverse electric (TE) polarization that dominates the dispersion of air-hole-type photonic crystal structures. The orange region, above the light-line, represents the radiation zone. The honeycomb photonic crystal with inversion symmetry has $C_6$ symmetry and exhibits a Dirac cone dispersion at the $K$ and $K'$ points in the first Brillouin zone. By breaking the $C_6$ symmetry, a photonic bandgap, represented by the gray area, appears. In **Fig. 2b**, the width of the bandgap is calculated as a function of the degree of asymmetry (DoA) defined as

$$D_{oA} = \frac{R_2 - R_1}{a_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The degree of asymmetry quantifies the dissimilarity of the large and small holes in the honeycomb lattice, and, as seen, the bandgap widens with the DoA. The interface between two distinct PhCs with swapped small and large holes position constitutes a valley-Hall topological waveguide with
edge states. The dispersion of the edge states is calculated using a supercell waveguide. The TE-like band structures are obtained by the finite-element method (COMSOL Multiphysics). Floquet periodic boundary conditions and perfectly matched layer (PML) are applied at the boundary of the structure.

Results, presented in Fig. 2c-e, are obtained for DoAs of 0.07 (Fig. 2c), 0.13 (Fig. 2d), and 0.20 (Fig. 2e). The light-line and bulk bands are indicated as a red dotted line and dark grey areas, respectively. The dispersion curve of the topological mode (purple line) evidences four photon confinement regimes that depend on the DoA. Regime 1 (yellow) corresponds to topological waveguiding below the light cone. Regime 2 (blue) and regime 3 (cyan) correspond to topological waveguiding above the light cone. In regime 2, the propagating mode has a unique wavevector while it has two wavevectors in regime 3. Regime 4 (pink) is a bandgap that does not support any waveguide mode.
Fig. 2. a, Band structure of honeycomb lattices with inversion symmetry (blue dash line) and broken inversion symmetry (black solid line). The orange region represents the radiation zone. The honeycomb photonic crystal structure with C\textsubscript{6} symmetry exhibits a Dirac cone dispersion at the K and K\textquotesingle points in the momentum space. By breaking the C\textsubscript{6} symmetry, a photonic bandgap, represented by the gray area, appears. The inset shows the first Brillouin zone of the honeycomb...

lattice. b, Bandgap as a function of the degree of asymmetry (DoA) defined as \( \text{DoA} = \frac{R_2 - R_1}{a_0} \). The bandgap widens with the DoA. c, d, e, Band structure of a supercell waveguide, interface of two topologically distinct PhCs with swapped small and large holes position, and DoAs of 0.07 (c), 0.13 (d), and 0.20 (e). The light-line and bulk bands are indicated as red dotted lines and dark grey areas, respectively. The dispersion curve of the topological mode (purple line) evidences four photon confinement regimes controlled by the DoA. Regime 1 (yellow) corresponds to topological waveguiding below the light cone. Regime 2 (blue) and regime 3 (cyan) correspond to topological waveguiding above the light cone. In regime 2 the propagating mode has a single wavevector while it has two wavevectors in regime 3. Regime 4 (pink) does not support any waveguide mode.

To elaborate on how the dispersion curve is obtained, Fig 3a shows the schematic of the supercell of the waveguide. The interface is constructed by swapping the big hole’s and small hole’s positions of two topologically distinct PhCs with Chern number of \( \pm \frac{1}{2} \). The calculated interfacial waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 3b. Note that the vertical boundary conditions are set to periodic in Fig. 3c, the normalized electric-field magnitude, at \( k=0.5(2\pi/a) \), evidences energy confinement at the interface.
Fig. 3. Supercell simulation of valley-Hall waveguide. a, Schematic of supercell of the valley-Hall waveguide between topologically inverted photonic crystal with the opposite Chern number \( \pm \frac{1}{2} \). b, Actual structure of the waveguide used in numerical calculation. c, Normalized electric-field magnitude (|E|) profile at k=0.5 (2\(\pi/a\)).

A valley-Hall cavity, for example, the equilateral triangular cavity of Fig. 1, is a closed contour along \( \Gamma K (\Gamma K') \) directions at the interface of the crystals. Light traveling around the contour forms standing waves of various patterns known as modes. Fig. 4 presents the quality factors of modes of the valley-Hall cavity as well as their near-field and far-field patterns. The quality factor of resonant modes of the triangular valley-Hall cavity (side length 36\(a\), where \(a\) is the lattice constant) with a DoA of 0.13 is presented in Fig. 4a. The thickness and lattice constant of the honeycomb lattice photonic crystals are 120 nm and 612 nm, respectively. The refractive index of the InGaAsP slab is 3.4. Modes are calculated using a three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method using Lumerical. In the yellow region (regime 1) and blue region (regime 2), ring-like modes (RLMs) are observed with a wavelength spacing of about 10 nm. The quality factors of RLMs are larger in the yellow region (regime 1) compared to the blue region (regime 2). The yellow region corresponds to non-radiative modes because wavevectors are located below the light-line while the blue region corresponds to the radiative modes with wavevectors located above the light-line. In the blue region, energy is leaked to the far-field as the wave propagates along the cavity. In the cyan region (regime 3), cavity modes localized at one side of the triangle are observed,
and, they are denoted by topological Fabry-Perot modes\textsuperscript{33,34}. The pink region (regime 4) corresponds to defect-like modes localized at one vertex of the triangle. To quantify the single-mode nature of the cavity, the highest quality factor in the topological valley-Hall cavity (black line, left axis) is plotted as a function of the DoA. As seen, the quality factor mostly increases with the DoA. We also introduce the figure of merit (FOM) (blue line, right axis) defined as the normalized difference between the highest ($Q_{1st}$) and the second-highest quality factors ($Q_{2nd}$) of ring-like modes, i.e.,

$$FOM = \frac{Q_{1st} - Q_{2nd}}{Q_{1st}}$$

Very interestingly, while $Q_{1st}$ mostly increases with the DoA, the FOM reaches a maximum and then decreases. This originates from an interplay between the width of the topological gap that increases continuously with the DoA and the quality factor of multiple ring-like modes that become all strongly confined. A larger DoA enlarges the size of the bandgap below the light-cone. This, in turn, increases the momentum mismatch between the cavity mode and light-line, thus decreasing out-of-plane scattering at sharp corners. However, when the DoA is further increased, more modes become confined below light-cone giving rise to mode competition. Fig. 4c-f presents the normalized electric field magnitude in the near-field (top) and the normal Poynting vector in the far-field (bottom) for cavity modes indicated in Fig. 4a as red circles. In Fig. 4c, the RLM is below light-cone, and the far-field exhibit bright vertices due to out-of-plane scattering caused by the abrupt change in shape at the sharp corners. In Fig. 4d, the RLM is above the light-cone and is thus visible both in the near-field and the far-field. In Fig. 4e, topological Fabry-Perot modes above light-cone, localized at one side of the triangle, are visible both in the near-field and the far-field. In this regime, the edge state has a smaller group velocity enabling feedback and localization with only one side of the triangle. In Fig. 4f, a defect mode visible both in the near-field and the far-field is observed due to the sharp bending of the waveguides.
Fig. 4. a, The quality factor of resonant modes in a representative triangular valley-Hall cavity with a DoA of 0.13. In the yellow region (regime 1) and blue region (regime 2), ring-like modes (RLMs) are observed with a wavelength spacing of about 10 nm. The quality factors of RLMs are larger in the yellow region (regime 1) compared to the blue region (regime 2). The yellow region corresponds to non-radiative modes as their wavevector is located below light-line while the blue region corresponds to radiative modes with wavevectors located above the light-line. In the blue region, energy is leaked to the far-field as the wave propagates along the cavity. The cyan region (regime 3) contains cavity modes localized on one side of the triangle, which are referred to as topological Fabry-Perot modes. The pink region (regime 4) corresponds to defect-like mode localized at one vertex of the triangle. b, Highest quality factor in the topological valley-Hall cavity (black line, left axis) as a function of the DoA. The blue line (right axis) represents the figure of merit.
merit (FOM) defined as the normalized difference between the highest ($Q_{1st}$) and the second-highest quality factors ($Q_{2nd}$) of ring-like modes, i.e., $FOM = (Q_{1st} - Q_{2nd})/Q_{1st}$. The quality factor of the highest $Q$ mode mostly increases with the DoA, but, the FOM reaches the maximum around DoA=0.16. c-f, Normalized electric field magnitude in the near-field (top) and normal Poynting vector ($P_z$), i.e., far-field (bottom) for cavities indicated in Fig. 4a c, A RLM below the light-cone. In the far-field, vertices are bright due to out-of-plane scattering caused by the abrupt change in shape at the sharp corners of the triangle. d, RLM above the light-cone and thus visible both in the near-field and the far-field. e, Topological Fabry-Perot mode above light-cone visible both in the near-field and the far-field. f, Defect mode visible both in the near-field and the far-field.

3.3 Experimental demonstration of single-mode valley-Hall topological laser

The existence of multiple feedback mechanisms in the valley-Hall platform has made the single-mode lasing of this system challenging. To demonstrate single-mode lasing, we have thus fabricated devices around the highest FOM where the separation between competing modes is the largest. The flowchart of the nanofabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 5, which is similar to the fabrication steps discussed here\textsuperscript{36,37}. The valley-Hall cavity is prepared on 120 nm-thick InGaAsP multiple quantum wells (MQWs) with a gain spectrum over telecommunication wavelength. Wafer stacks are also the same as the 300 nm MQWs wafers used in microdisk, but there are only three wells. After the InP capping layer is removed, the InGaAs wafer is cleaned by typical acetone and isopropyl alcohol sonication. Subsequently, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) negative tone resist is spin-coated on the wafer and the valley-Hall cavity is patterned by electron-beam lithography. In the following step, induced coupled plasma (ICP) dry etching with a mixture of H\textsubscript{2}, CH\textsubscript{4}, Ar, and Cl\textsubscript{2} gas is performed to transfer the patterns to the InGaAsP. ICP is known to have a higher etch rate and verticality than RIE used in microdisk fabrication. Then the HSQ layer is removed by a buffered oxide etchant (BOE) solution. Subsequently, the areas to be wet-etched are opened in the negative-tone photoresist. Finally, the device is suspended by a diluted HCl (3:1) solution which selectively removes the InP sacrificial layer under the InGaAsP.

Fig. 5. Flowchart of fabrication procedure of suspended valley-Hall photonic crystals.

One of the main reasons we chose a thinner membrane (120 nm) than microdisk slabs was to find the optimal dry etching time more easily. Fig. 6 shows the top-view SEM images of fabricated valley-Hall cavities with increasing dry etching time. As the wafer is dry-etched longer, the etching quality degrades. Specifically, the sidewall profile becomes less vertical, and rather conical shape as the resist is not a perfect step-like profile. However, if the dry etching is not enough, full suspension of a large (> 36a) membrane is not guaranteed. Therefore, the dry etching time should be optimized to meet the requirement of both suspension and acceptable sidewall quality, which makes a trade-off relation. In fabricating our valley-Hall cavity, an etching depth of 1 μm with an ICP etching time of 75s was used to achieve it. Fig. 7 shows a high quality fabrication of a valley-Hall cavity with a vertical sidewall in a tilted scanning electron micrograph. The inset presents a magnified image of the bottom-left corner of the triangular cavity and the proximity of small holes at the interface as well as the quality of nanofabrication can be seen.
Fig. 6. Top-view SEM images of suspended valley-Hall photonic crystals with increasing dry etching time.

Fig. 7. Tilted SEM images of the cavity indicated as a red triangle. The inset presents a magnified image around the bottom-left corner of the triangle where the proximity of small holes at the interface is apparent.

The fabricated valley-Hall cavity is then optically pumped by illuminating the entire surface of the cavity with a laser using a long working distance microscope objective that simultaneously pumps and collects light from the structure. The measurement setup is presented in Fig. 8. The sample is optically pumped from the top side with a 1064 nm pulsed laser (12 ns of pulse width and repetition rate of 215 kHz). A 20x long working distance microscope objective (NA of 0.4) focuses the pump
beam on the sample and collects the lasing emission simultaneously. The pump beam size is adjusted by a telescope (lenses L1 and L2) tuning the divergence of the beam. The pump power is finely tuned by an optical attenuator and monitored by a power meter. PL signals are captured by an IR-CCD (Indigo Alpha NIR) and a monochromator (CVI Digikrom DK480) via double 4-f imaging systems. The spectrum is obtained in conjunction with a cooled InGaAs detector in a lock-in detection configuration.

Using the micro PL measurement setup, we first obtained the light-light (L-L) characteristics of the valley-Hall triangular cavity as shown in Fig 9a. The plot clearly shows a threshold behavior characteristic of lasing. The evolution of the photoluminescence spectrum as a function of the input power density is presented in Fig. 9b. Below the threshold, we observe spontaneous emission. As the pump power is increased, one of the RLM modes starts lasing. The emission from the cavity, captured by a near-infrared charge-coupled device (CCD) under different pump powers, is shown in Fig. 9c. Point 1 in Fig. 9c corresponds to spontaneous emission over a broad area coinciding with the pumping beam pattern. Point 2 corresponds to a dominant spontaneous emission along the perimeter of the triangular cavity. Above threshold (points 3 and 4), lasing occurs, and bright emission is observed only from the vertices of the triangle, in perfect agreement with the expected far-field of the highest quality factor RLM below the light-cone shown in Fig. 4c. We also observe interference fringes between waves scattered at the three vertices, an additional indication of the coherence of the laser.

**Fig. 9.** Single-mode topological valley-Hall lasing. **a,** Light-light (L-L) characteristics of a valley-Hall triangular cavity uniformly pumped from the top showing a threshold behavior characteristic of lasing. **b,** Evolution of the photoluminescence spectrum as a function of the input power density. Below threshold, we observe spontaneous emission of ring-like modes (RLMs) with a wavelength spacing of about 10 nm in good agreement with three-dimensional modeling of the cavity. As the pump power is increased, one of the RLM modes starts lasing. **c,** Emission from the cavity captured by a near-infrared charge-coupled device (CCD) under different pump powers. In 1, spontaneous emission over a broad area corresponding to the pumping beam is observed. In 2, spontaneous emission along the perimeter of the triangular cavity is dominant. Above threshold (3 and 4), lasing occurs from a RLM below light-cone, and the side of the triangle is decoupled from radiation with bright emission visible only from the vertices of the triangle, in good agreement with Fig. 4c (bottom).

In addition, we conducted additional experiments to prove our lasing mode is indeed from RLM because our cavity contains a large number of high quality factor modes. First, the emission spectrum below the threshold shows that RLMs with a wavelength spacing of about 10 nm are visible in good agreement with the three-dimensional modeling of the cavity as shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Measured photoluminescence spectrum of a valley-Hall cavity before threshold. Vertical gray lines correspond to local peaks regularly spaced around lasing wavelength.

As another proof of the coherence of our laser, emission spectra from a valley-Hall cavity were also measured when the light is collected from all three corners (blue), two corners (yellow), and only one corner (orange) in Fig. 11. A pinhole aligned with emitted light was used to block the light from the corner(s). As seen in the spectra, all measurements agree well and this implies coherence of the light source.
We have thus demonstrated a single-mode valley-Hall topological ring laser at telecommunication frequency. The cavity, a triangular interface between two honeycomb lattices with opposite valley-Chern numbers, supports edge states confined at the boundary of the photonic crystals with four guiding regimes controlled by the degree of asymmetry of the crystals. The degree of asymmetry, the contrast between the radius of large and small holes in the honeycomb lattice with broken inversion symmetry, governs light confinement in the valley-Hall cavity and enables systematic single-mode operation despite the presence of multiple cavity modes in the topological bandgap. In addition, we identified and categorized existing cavity modes in our valley-Hall cavity into four types, and observed ring-like modes below the light line are the highest quality factor modes for lasing. The ability to simultaneously control the topological phase and the lifetime of photons will

enable a new class of linear and non-linear classical and quantum topological optoelectronic devices and systems.
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Chapter 4. Single-Mode Surface-Emitting Photonic Crystal Laser

Single-Mode Surface-Emitting Photonic Crystal Laser*

4.1 Introduction

The scaling of laser cavities, since the invention of lasers, is a long-standing question that has been investigated but has still not been resolved1-3. It is limited by the fact that the mode spacing between the fundamental mode (which is often target lasing mode) and the higher order modes fundamentally goes to zero as the length of the cavity increases. This limitation has spurred extensive studies on vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser arrays as well as photonic crystal surface-emitting lasers for single-mode operation4-10. In this chapter, we report unconventional cavities exploiting Dirac singularities with linear dispersion, with an emphasis on the experimental side. A more detailed discussion of the theory will be presented in another dissertation paper. Dirac points are topological singularities that have gained enormous interest since the discovery of unique electronic transport in graphene, attracting wide interest from the multidisciplinary areas11-16. In photonics, Dirac cones with linear dispersion have mostly been utilized to demonstrate effective zero-index materials17-24. For cavities with a quadratic dispersion, strongly detuned from the Dirac singularity, the complex frequencies of modes converge towards each other with the size of cavities, making lasers constructed from such cavities multimode. Interestingly, with linear

* The following section, in part, has been submitted for journal publication in a similar form. (R. Contractor*, W. Noh*, W. Redjem*, B. Kanté, “Scalable Single-mode Surface Emitting Laser via Open-Dirac Singularities”, submitted, 2022)
dispersion, we observed that the normalized complex free-spectral range converges to almost a constant. This unconventional scaling of the complex frequency of modes makes the cavity scale-invariant and enables single-mode lasing operation.
4.2 Fabrication of freestanding photonic crystal array membrane

Our proposed structure is presented in Fig. 1a. It is a photonic crystal (PhC) with a hexagonal lattice. The unit-cell of the PhC is presented in the inset of Fig. 1b. As shown in Fig. 1c, our cavity is formed by truncating the PhC as a hexagon around a central air-hole with edges normal to the M-directions of the lattice. The entire cavity is suspended in air, and it is connected to the main membrane by six bridges at the corners of the hexagon for mechanical support.

Fig. 1. a, Top view scanning electron micrograph of a hexagonal lattice photonic crystal (PhC) that is truncated to form an open-Dirac electromagnetic cavity. The free-standing structure is suspended via six bridges connecting the main membrane to the substrate along the ΓK direction. The cavities are fabricated using electron beam lithography, inductively coupled plasma etching, and wet etching. b, Titled view of the cavity showing two bridges, the array of holes, and the PhC-air boundary. The thickness of the membrane is 200 nm, the period of the crystal is 1265 nm, and the radius of holes is used to tune cavities around the Dirac singularity. The inset shows the quality of the nanofabrication with near-perfect circular air-holes interfaces. c, Schematic of a laser illustrating the pump beam (blue) and the lasing beam (red) from a cavity mode.
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To confirm the scalable single-mode photonic crystal cavity, it is preferred to fabricate the largest array possible. Compared to the previous fabrication of microdisks and valley-Hall cavities, this fabrication requires sophisticated modifications. Fig. 2 illustrates and summarizes the flowchart of the overall nanofabrication process. The photonic crystal cavity is prepared on 200 nm InGaAsP multiple quantum wells (MQWs) with a gain spectrum over telecommunication wavelength at 1550 nm. Note that the wells and barriers repeat six times. After the InP capping layer is removed, the InGaAsP wafer is cleaned by typical acetone and isopropyl alcohol ultrasonication for 10 min each. Subsequently, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) negative tone resist, with its advantage of great selectivity against inductively coupled plasma (ICP), is spin-coated on the wafer, and the photonic crystal is patterned by electron-beam lithography (Fig. 2a). To avoid unwanted wet etching of the InP sacrificial layer, we added photolithography (Fig. 2b). In the following step, ICP dry etching with a mixture of H₂, CH₄, Ar, and Cl₂ gas is performed to transfer the patterns to the InGaAsP slab. Then the HSQ layer is removed by a buffered oxide etchant (BOE) solution (Fig. 2c). The device is suspended by a diluted HCl (3:1) solution which selectively removes the InP sacrificial layer under the InGaAsP (Fig. 2d). To suspend a large area membrane, we introduced the critical point drying (CPD) technique (Fig. 2e). IPA was used as an exchanging solvent, and the supercritical phase of carbon dioxide (CO₂) is obtained at the pressure of 1350 psi and a temperature of 31°C. The sample is finalized after supercritical phase carbon dioxide drying (Fig. 2f).
Fig. 2. Summary of fabrication steps for a large-scale suspended Dirac photonic crystal cavity. a, Electron-beam lithography to define photonic crystal. b, Photolithography to protect sacrificial InP layer. c, Dry etching and resist removal. d, Wet etching of InP sacrificial layer under the photonic crystal slab using HCl solution. e, Critical point drying method to avoid stiction of suspended slab. f, Suspended photonic crystal slab.

There were noteworthy changes to enable freestanding large-scale photonic crystal array fabrication. First, compared to previous fabrications steps used in microdisks and valley-Hall cavities, we switched the order of steps, moving ICP dry etching step right after the additional photolithography to protect the sacrificial InP layer elsewhere than the photonic crystal area during the wet etching. This allows a longer wet etching process enough to suspend a large-scale slab completely. Second, we introduced the CPD process, which is commonly used in MEMS fabrication, to avoid stiction issues induced by the capillary force when drying the sample. Especially for devices larger than 35 unit-cells, it is critical to eliminate surface tension associated with the drying of a liquid by avoiding the phase transition boundary from liquid to gas. Finally, we optimized writing conditions such as electron beam dose and proximity effect correction (PEC) parameters so that uniform geometry along the large cavity is maintained.
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To elaborate on the latter, the proximity effect is due to the unwanted energy deposition from electron scattering in the resist. In general, this effect becomes more severe as the area increases and as the beam exposure becomes more crowded. It can be characterized as a point spread function, which is known as a superposition of two Gaussian functions. To calculate electron scattering, we used TRACER (GenISys GmbH) software to conduct a Monte-Carlo method. In the simulation, one million electrons are excited on the resist on the top of the InP substrate to be consistent with the layers used in fabrication. The calculated trajectories of electrons are presented in Fig. 3a. These calculated results can be transferred to the point spread function (Fig. 3b), and then to the dose distribution profile automatically produced with proximity correction based on the function using BEAMER (GenISys GmbH). Note that the center area has the smaller dose, while the corner area has the larger dose, and this is because the crowded area has more electrons scattered from the neighboring areas. Using the strategies proposed for the large-scale fabrication, we could successfully suspend 51 unit-cells cavities without any defect (Fig. 3d). Note that the smoothness of air holes, as well as uniformity, is implemented well (Fig. 3e). As shown in Fig. 3f, however, most of the 101 unit-cell cavities have critical cracks possibly induced either by the weight of the suspended slab or by the volatile wet etching process.

Fig. 3. a, Calculated scattering trajectories of 1,000,000 electrons by Monte-Carlo simulation. b, Normalized point spread function calculated from a. c, Relative dose distribution along with the photonic crystal array. d, Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a 51 unit-cells array and e, magnified view showing triangular unit-cell with a circular air hole. f, SEM image of 101 unit-cell arrays showing a crack at the center.
While most devices were successfully suspended up to 51 unit-cells, larger size cavity showed a low yield to be suspended without any defect or crack mostly due to the lack of mechanical support. Suspension often failed in the wet etching step to relieve the sacrificial InP layer. To investigate suspending mechanism and strategy to improve yield, we fabricated 81 unit-cells photonic crystal arrays with different bridge dimensions (Fig. 4.a and b). We chose the bridge length $L$ and width $w$ to be 6, 12 μm, and 1.7, 3, 5, and 7 μm, respectively. A total of 15 devices were fabricated for each configuration. Most broken membranes have at least two disconnected bridges from the frame due to insufficient support. When disconnected from the frame, the crack is often observed in the thin InGaAsP membrane. There are two possibilities to explain this: the impact is applied to thin InGaAsP slabs when the bridges are broken, or survived bridges couldn’t support due to the weight of suspended slabs when drying wet etchant. Fig. 4d represents the most observed suspension failure having disconnections at the three bottom corners (red circles), and the crack formed near the broken bridges (dark blue square). We added the critical point drying method to minimize this, but the suspension yield was still poor ($< 20\%$) when the size of the cavity is large ($> 81$ unit-cells).
Fig. 4. a, Mask pattern of zero-index photonic crystal array (81 unit-cells) used in electron beam writing. b, Magnified view of near a corner hexagonal cavity connected to frame with a bridge (L: length of the bridge, w: width of the bridge). The scanning electron micrograph of a successfully suspended (c) and a cracked zero-index cavity (d). Three red circles denote disconnected bridges and the dark blue square represents the crack formed during the wet etching. Note that devices in (c) and (d) have the same dimension of L (6 μm) and w (1.7 μm) as well as size (81 unit-cells).

Table 1 summarizes the suspension yield of the fabricated photonic crystal array of 81 unit-cells. To limit our discussion on suspension, we counted devices without any defect or crack before wet etching, and it is why the total numbers are smaller than 15. We could observe that the yield is higher as both $L$ and $w$ increase from this result. The highest yield of ~ 70% was achieved in the case of the thickest and longest bridges ($L=12$ μm, $w=7$ μm). It is expected for width to have this trend because thicker bridges give more mechanical support to the photonic crystal array. On the
other hand, in the same manner, we expected a higher yield for shorter bridges as longer bridges can give less mechanical support. However, the result shows significant improvement in yield when the bridges are twice longer. This can be explained by the advantage of longer bridges and larger trench openings. When the opening is too small, removed InP material by the HCl wet etchant can pass the opening too fast and it can make the wet etching process more violent. This can form unwanted vibration and result in disconnection and cracks in the InGaAsP membrane. This contradictory result suggests a trade-off relation between stronger mechanical support and a larger trench.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width ((w))</th>
<th>Length ((L))</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Width ((w))</th>
<th>Length ((L))</th>
<th>Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7 (\mu)m</td>
<td>6 (\mu)m</td>
<td>2/12 (16.7%)</td>
<td>1.7 (\mu)m</td>
<td>12 (\mu)m</td>
<td>1/14 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (\mu)m</td>
<td>6 (\mu)m</td>
<td>1/8 (12.5%)</td>
<td>3 (\mu)m</td>
<td>12 (\mu)m</td>
<td>6/12 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (\mu)m</td>
<td>6 (\mu)m</td>
<td>2/5 (40%)</td>
<td>5 (\mu)m</td>
<td>12 (\mu)m</td>
<td>6/14 (42.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (\mu)m</td>
<td>6 (\mu)m</td>
<td>1/4 (25%)</td>
<td>7 (\mu)m</td>
<td>12 (\mu)m</td>
<td>9/13 (69.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of suspension yield of devices with different widths (\(w\)) and lengths (\(L\)).

The most important factor determining lasing mode behavior in our system is the uniformity of the photonic crystal array, that is the radii of the hole in a hexagonal unit-cell. The proximity effect is one of the main challenges when writing large-scale photonic devices. Although this can be improved by applying PEC offered by an electron beam lithography software as discussed, we also investigated the uniformity of radii in a photonic crystal array in a quantitative manner as well as the limit in the current method and propose alternative solutions. To quantify the proximity effect, we measured the radii of inverted holes along a diagonal of the hexagonal cavities by using an automated feature size measurement tool (GenISys proSEM). As shown in Fig. 5a and b, which represent the radii profile along the diagonals of 35 and 51 unit-cells devices, respectively, we observed a non-uniformity even after PEC is applied. The radius of inverted holes is smaller in the center than the edge as we are using a negative tone hsq resist. In addition, a larger cavity consistently exhibits more non-uniformity as expected. Fig. 5c and d show the evolution of photoluminescence spectra with input power of 35 and 51 unit-cells, respectively, presenting non-uniformity of photonic crystal array determines lasing. The 35 unit-cell device, with a more uniform radii profile, lases as shown in Fig. 5c, while the 51 unit-cell device does not (Fig. 5d). Using the ebeam writer at UCSD (Vistec EBPG 5200) and conventional PEC offered by Beamer, we could observe lasing from devices up to 35 unit-cells.
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There are several ways to minimize the proximity effect. First, it will be beneficial to use positive resist instead of negative tone HSQ resist. In our photonic crystal design, the area of the inverted circle takes only about 1/6 of the hexagonal unit-cell \((R=273 \text{ nm}, a=1267 \text{ nm})\). As the writing area increases, the backscattered electrons inducing the proximity effect become more. Therefore, switching to positive resist does not only reduce writing time but also reduces the proximity effect. However, this cannot eliminate the issue, and common positive resists such as PMMA or ZEP are generally worse dry etching mask materials than the HSQ. Especially, our process requires good selectivity to achieve full suspension in the following wet etch step. Using multiple masks and transfer processes can solve this problem but it will take a large amount of time to develop the whole new process. Second, it is worth trying the improve PEC. Fig. 6a plots shows the measured radii profile (black circles) of a 51 unit-cell cavity and the parabolic fitting (orange solid line, \(R(p) = R_0 + a*p^2\) where \(a=0.027, R_0=271 \text{ nm}\)). We found that the fitting agrees well with the measurement. To manually compensate for the parabolic non-uniformity, inverted parabolas with

![Fig. 5. Measured radii profile along a diagonal and the evolution of measured spectra of the hexagonal cavities of (a, c) 35 unit-cells and (b, c) 51 unit-cells. Insets show SEM images of devices.](image)
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A value of 0 (red dash line), 0.01 (green dash line), 0.025 (purple dash line), 0.05 (sky blue dash line) are presented. In Fig. 6b, the GDS layout image of a 51 unit-cell cavity is shown with the unit cell at the center \((R=263 \text{ nm})\) and the edge \((R=231 \text{ nm})\) as an example.

Fig. 6. (a) Measured radii profile (black circle) of a 51 unit-cell device with a parabolic fitting (orange solid). The inversely compensated parabolic curves with ‘\(a\)’ of 0 (red dash line), 0.01 (green dash line), 0.025 (purple dash line), and 0.05 (sky blue dash line). (b) The image of the GDS layout file of 51 unit-cell cavities with the center radius \((R=263 \text{ nm})\) and the edge radius \((R=231 \text{ nm})\). The white outline indicates a hexagonal unit-cell.

After a few trials, we found that the best parabolic fitting value is around 0.04. Fig. 7 shows the radii profile of 43 unit-cell devices with different writing conditions. All three have the same nominal radius of 243 nm (note that the actual radius is increased due to lateral extension after dry etching), while blue, orange, and yellow has the parabolic fitting value \(a\) of 0.05, 0.04, and 0.04 as well as the dose of 450, 475, and 500 \(\mu\text{C/cm}^2\), respectively. It is seen that the uniformity is improved compared to PEC using Beamer (see Fig. 5b), and we observed lasing at the target mode from the 43 unit-cells devices for the first time. However, there are still things to improve. For example, from the edge side of the yellow curve \((a: 0.04, R: 243\text{nm}, \text{dose}: 500 \mu\text{C/cm}^2)\), the radius goes up and down twice along the 43 unit-cells, indicating the parabolic fitting we applied is not perfectly compensates the proximity effect. This could be further improved by more trials or the secondary fitting of a given profile. It can also be useful to use the advanced ebeam writer at other
facilities such as Molecular Foundry at Lawrence Berkeley Lab.

**Fig. 7.** Measured radii profile of 43 unit-cell devices fabricated using the manual parabolic fitting. Blue, orange, and yellow curves are measured from the devices with the parabolic fitting value of 0.05, 0.04, and 0.04, nominal radius of 243 nm for all, and dose of 450, 475, and 500 μC/cm², respectively.
4.3 Experimental demonstration of infinitely scalable photonic crystal laser

Using the fabrication steps discussed in the previous section, we fabricated and characterized our lasers of diameter $D = 19a$ (Fig. 8a), $D = 27a$ (Fig. 8e), and $D = 35a$ (Fig. 8i) to experimentally demonstrate our Dirac cavities. Note that we observed target mode lasing up to $D = 43a$ devices using the manual PEC discussed in the previous section, but the result will be included in the other dissertation. Fig. 8 presents the evolution of the normalized output power as a function of the wavelength and the size of the cavity for unit-cell holes radii smaller than the singular radius $r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8b, f, j), equal to $r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8c, g, k), and greater than $r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8d, h, l). For $D = 19a$, cavities are single-mode for $r < r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8b), $r = r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8c), and $r > r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8d). For $D = 27a$, cavities remain single mode for $r < r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8f), $r = r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8g), and $r > r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8h). This is because these cavities are relatively small. However, when the size of cavities is increased to $D = 35a$ or larger, we observe that they become multimode for $r < r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8j), remain single mode for $r = r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8k), and become multimode for $r > r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (Fig. 8l). The Dirac singularity erases higher-order modes in open-Dirac cavities and lasers remain single-mode when the size is increased. It is worth noting that the uniform field profile across the aperture for the fundamental mode depletes gain across the aperture, making it more difficult for higher-order modes to lase. Single-mode lasing is thus maintained even for near-damage-threshold pump power (see Fig. 9).

Our lasers are thus robust to size and pump power density scaling because of the non-vanishing complex free-spectral range and the participation of all unit-cells (or resonators) in the aperture to the lasing mode. These experiments make them the first scale-invariant surface-emitting lasers. It is worth noting that the apparent high threshold power density of our lasers originates from surface recombination since we are directly structuring the quantum wells, and it is comparable to previously reported lasers using a similar strategy\textsuperscript{26}. This can be alleviated by designing alternative structures or by additional chemical treatments of the devices. Our cavities are in principle infinitely scalable if the proposed open-Dirac potential can be implemented exactly. In practice, considerations such as proximity effects in lithography, electrical injection, or heat release will need to be addressed for high power devices.
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Fig. 8. Top-view SEM of fabricated open-Dirac cavities of size $D=19a$ (a), $D=27a$ (e), and $D=35a$, where $D$ is the diameter of the aperture and $a$ is the size of the unit-cell of the photonic crystal. The scale bars represent 25µm. Evolution of the normalized output power as a function of the wavelength and the size of the cavity for unit-cell holes radii smaller than the singular radius $r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (b, f, j), equal to $r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (c, g, k), and greater than $r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (d, h, l). The pump power density is 1.1µW/µm$^2$ in all cases. For $D=19a$, cavities are single-mode for $r < r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (b), $r = r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (c), and $r > r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (d). For $D=27a$, cavities are single-mode for $r < r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (f), $r = r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (g), and $r > r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (h). When the size is increased to $D=35a$, we observe that cavities become multimode mode for $r < r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (j), remain single mode for $r = r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (k), and become multimode again for $r > r_{\text{Dirac}}$ (l). The Dirac singularity erases higher-order modes in open-Dirac cavities and lasers remain single-mode when the size is increased.
**Fig. 9.** Emission spectra from the laser ($L = 35\alpha$). Single-mode is maintained up to $3\mu W\mu m^2$ corresponding to the power where the suspended membrane starts to be damaged.

The cavities were optically pumped at room temperature with a pulsed laser ($\lambda = 1,064$ nm, $T = 12$ ns pulse at a repetition rate $f = 215$ kHz) and the emission from each aperture was collected through a confocal microscope optimized for near-infrared spectroscopy. The photoluminescence setup is presented in Fig. 10. A 20x long working distance microscope objective (NA of 0.4) focuses the pump beam on the sample and collects the lasing emission simultaneously. The pump beam size is adjusted by a telescope (lenses $L_1$ and $L_2$) tuning the divergence of the beam. The pump power is finely tuned by an optical attenuator and monitored by a power meter. PL signals are captured by an IR-CCD and a monochromator. The spectrum is obtained in conjunction with a cooled InGaAs detector in a lock-in detection configuration.
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Fig. 10. Micro-photoluminescence for characterizing Dirac Laser. L1-L5 stands for converging lenses. SNSPD for superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors.

We have thus experimentally demonstrated the scale-invariant surface-emitting lasers that remain in single mode when the size of the cavity is increased. They are based on open-Dirac singularities and maintain single-mode lasing against size scaling. Around the open-Dirac singularity, the free spectral range is extended due to linear dispersion, while suppressing higher-order modes efficiently. These results will have implications for wave-based systems including electronics, acoustics, and photonics. The simplicity of our lasers makes them universal lasing cavities that can be used in applications including military, lidars, data communications, manufacturing as well as medical sciences and industries.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

Conclusion

Thanks to the breakthrough in nanofabrication techniques in the recent decades, microcavities requiring nanoscale patternings such as subwavelength microdisk, complex waveguide cavities, and photonic crystals can be easily fabricated with unprecedentedly high quality. Semiconductor lasers based on microcavities offer a huge degree of freedom to modulate light waves, making themselves indispensable components in a photonic circuit and numerous applications. Achieving pure spectral coherence and single-mode operation has been always an obstacle in such microcavities. In this dissertation, different strategies to accomplish the single-mode lasing or selection of lasing mode in different types of microcavities have been presented, while these can also be generally applied to novel cavities for optical and optoelectronic applications.

In Chapter 2, it is demonstrated that through bridges, microdisks lasers can be operated under single mode with an arbitrarily selected whispering gallery mode. Due to a small modal volume and higher wave confinement, a microdisk cavity can be regarded as a zero-dimensional cavity. By protecting or breaking their fundamental $2m$-fold rotational symmetry (where $m$ is an azimuthal order) of whispering gallery mode using the bridge configuration connecting to the disk, the quality factor of modes can be controlled. We experimentally demonstrated single-mode lasing devices with specific orders of whispering gallery mode as examples.

In Chapter 3, a single-mode valley-Hall topological ring laser at telecommunication frequency has been presented. The cavity support edge mode is confined by the interface (or one-dimensional) between two inverted honeycomb lattice photonic crystals. It is shown that the degree of asymmetry in a unit cell of the photonic crystal can modulate the topological bandgap and can be used as a tuning parameter to optimize the valley-Hall cavity for single-mode lasing despite multiple cavity modes. We also identified and categorized the existing cavity modes in a valley-Hall ring cavity.

In Chapter 4, we report the first scale-invariant two-dimensional surface-emitting lasers though the size of the cavity is increased. This unconventional scaling roots from size-invariant loss term
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of frequency as well as the flat envelope fundamental mode. Open-Dirac singularity enables robustness against size increase by suppressing higher order modes that can compete with the fundamental target mode. We experimentally confirmed this unique scaling and believe that this result can be universally applied to the field of classical and quantum wave systems including electronics, acoustics, and photonics.